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Ir~TRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the psycho-
social factors involved in the retu~n of 50 recidivist boys to the 
Illinois Youth Commission by court recommitment. 
The author felt that a survey of each individual case 
would make pos sible an eVe,luation of common causes of recidivism 
in the juvenile delinquent upon his return to the cOHUllunity. 
While delinquency in its broad aspect is of concern to society, 
repeated breakdown of a youth is of special concern since it is 
an indication of failure on the part of society to meet a boyts 
needs even when a period of residential treatment has been given 
in an attempt to rehabilitate him. It is vIith this in mind that 
this special focus on psychosocial factors is beinE undertaken in' 
an attempt to examine \'\That needs have been '\vanting in the lives ' 
of these fifty boys again in conflict with their cOIP.nmnity in such 
a way that they must be returned to the state correctional insti-
tution. 
METHOD 0'3' STUDY 
Fifty cases 't'lere selected from the admittance regi-
ster of the Illinois Youth Commission's reception center, located 
at the Illinois State Training School for Boys, near St. Charles, 
Illinois. In this admittance register, boys returned by the court 
i1 
for the second time are classified in the nargin as "Recommitment!' 
This dif .. C 3rentiates this tY;'8 0.':: commi tm;:mt from a first admis-
cd.o;1 ·"'n(l ;~l "'0 fr'''''''1 "-'~(, 'OO~T '~0J-"·~.,.-,,,,,,'f""'Ir ;,;''Y'olr:> VJO ol"'t-' on T-.Tlo thout 
__ ..L ... ~.~ ..... ,.".-'- _ ~ IJ _ ~J..:.. __ , 0/ __ '-' j~ 1.A.J. .' J. _".t __ 1.._" ... - c.t.!... ~~ _ CA. -L .. 
a court hearing. The first C~2e selected for study w~s returned 
" 
on April 30, 1954. These fifty cases were then selected in chron-
ological order as they fell into the category as specified. The 
fiftieth and last case was returned to the reception center on 
October 22, 1954. It v;as felt that these 50 cases were represen-
tative of repeated asocial b~haviour and that this study might 
contribute to a better understanding of the psychosocial needs of 
a 08Y on parole ~vho again breaks dov:m within the com.1TIunity. 
r·1aterial vias gatherei by a thorough analysis of each 
case record. The major portion of this research was conducted 
through the use of case records in the Chicabo regional office of 
parole field services. Forty-nine of the cases were located in 
this re~ion. The one remaining case was studied by means of in-
formation obtained from the southern re'3:ional office by corre-
spondence. 
A Schedule 'I:,ras prepared to extract uniform data from 
each case record. 7his procedure is centered around three phases 
of adjustnlent: social information obtained by the parole officer 
at time of first co~~itment; factual account of boys adjustment 
while in the institution for the first time; and parole workerts 
iii 
report of home conditions at time of parole and his subsequent re-
port of the boyts ability to make an adjustment. Besides this 
master schedule, an individual index card was prepared for each 
case, with specific extracts of personality disturbances obtained 
from the clinical evaluation prepare'i at the institution. This 
clinical report was an individual narrative prepared by the social 
worker at the institution who presented the clinical findings on 
each boy for the case record. It was felt that these findings 
were better reported by the use of an index card, and this method 
was used in addition to the master schedule for the compiling of 
information. It was thought that a synthesis of the clinical 
narrative on each boy could contribute to & more critical analysis 
of each case. 
The presentation of chapters is as follows: Chapter 
1 presents an overall analysis of the psychosocial factors in each 
case prior to first commitment to the training school; Chapter II 
studies the institutional adjustment of the boy as it relates to 
his rehabilitation subsequent to parole; Chapter III explores the 
psychosocial factors involved in the boyfs'parole as they appar-
ently relate to his breakdown ~dthin the community. Chapter IV 
summarizes the overall findings examined in the three aforemen-
tioned areas as a means of concluding reasons for repeated evi-
dences of asocial behavior among these fifty boys viith the hope 
that these findings will be helpful to the future treatment of 
delinquents as a means of preventing recidivism. 
iv 
CHAPTER I 
PSYCHOSOCIAL FACTORS AT :9'IRST COlvj,lITM~~NT 
This chapter presents an overall picture of the fac-
tors in the boy's environment as th0Y are found in the social 
history of the parole i/JOrker at time of first c01:11ni tment. i'he :)oy 
is in the institution at the time this study is made by parole 
field services. His environmental and emotional needs may be 
shown in many 1ilays by the expressed attitudes of the po.rents at 
the time of this interview. Em'fever, focus in this chapter Hill 
be chiefly centered on the home environment as it appears to the 
parole worker at first contact. 
MARITAL ~3TATUS OF PAR;~NTS 
One of the factors conducive to a child's normal psy-
chosocial development is the stability of the home. It is diffi-
cult to say irlhat deviates from stable home life in each case. In 
the fifty case studies the marital status of the parents i"laS as 
follows: In fifteen cases the parents 'Here found to be living 
to~ether; in thirteen cases divorce was a factor; in eiGht cases 
the parents were listed as separated; this usually indicated that 
the father had deserted and the mother had not procured a civil 
separation or divorce; in seven cases the father was deceased; 
in six cases the mother was deceased; in four cases the natural 
father had remarried and in thirteen cases the natural mother had 
remarried. The following table is a breakdown of the aforemen-
tioned factors of the marital status of parents at the time of 
1 
the boy's first commitment to ISTSB. 
TABLE I 
I~ARITAL STATUS OF PAREnTS 
STATUS FREQUENCY 
Parents living together .................. 15 
Parents divorced ..•..•................... 13 
Parents separated •.............•.......•. 8 
Father widowed .•.......................•. 6 
Mother vvidowed........................... 7 
Father remarried •.....•................•. 4 
Mother remarried .••.....................• 13 
LIVING ARRANGEIvENTS AT TIME OF FIRST COEI!IITE~NT 
2 
Prior to the youth's com.;'11i tment to 18TSB, Ii ving ar-
rangement s were as follows: fifteen boys cane from hom3E3 vlhere 
their parents were living together; two boys were found to be 
Ii ving Iv-ith -their father alone. A brief summary of these two 
cases is illustrative of the insecurity and deprivation indicated 
1 From this point on 18TSB will be used to denote 
Illinois State Training School for Boys. 
in t.he s0cial history of these two boys. 
Case 32- Carl S, 13 at first commitment 
was fOlll1d to be living ",.lith his father alone. 
Carl was the only child. His mother had been 
dead for several years. After a number of at-
tempts the father was finally interviewed. 
The parole h'"orker found him to be rejecting of 
the boy and happy to be relieved of parental 
responsibility. He admitted that he rarely 
Sa1tl his so n lvhen the boy l.vas at home. The 
father aillaitted that he was a heavy drinker. 
He stated that the boy must take after his 
mother as she was a drug addict. He said that 
he hoped that he would not have to have anything 
further to do with the boy but he supposed that 
he would be bothered again when he was ready to 
be paroled. 
3 
In the above case the boy had no security or gratifi-
cation from his home environment. The fact that he ,'Vas unwanted 
by the only person with whom he could have a strong relationship 
made him strive desperately for an outside source of gratification. 
This boy had been in juvenile court previous to his first commit-
ment and ,was on probation. He was apprehended for auto theft on 
both oc casi on s. 
The other case where the boy was found to be living 
with his father alone is as follows: 
Case 33- Owen T. was found to be living 
with a man that thought he was the boy's 
father. He said that he had been having an 
affair with the boy's mother at the time he 
was born and that he felt that it was his ob-
ligation to do something for the boy now that 
his mother had died. The father was accepting 
of the boy and had taken him recently from his 
aunt when she found it too much to care for him. 
The boy at first seemed to be very happy 1'Ji th 
his new found fat her. He seemed to begin to 
act out when he questioned his alleged father 
as to ffwhere had he beenft all this time be-
fore when he nei:ded him. The 'cDy then found 
out. about the type of relatioEship that this 
man had 'IrQ th his moth.,:,;r3.:;ld demnstrated his 
feelings iJil~h asociaJ. behavior. 'I'h) boy ' •. Tas 
14 at first cOI!lmitment, and had been on pro-
ba~~i)l1 f) r auto theft r-r8vi:)UsJ.y. ~{e h'3.d a 
very seri cus leg injury f·:!i' \;11i ch he had 
EeV',O!l'" been properly treated. As a result he 
had a badly distorted hip. The alleged father 
expressed interest in helping th e boy more 
from a neurotic impulse than a genuine father-
son relationship. 
4 
In two cases at first commitment the boy was living 
with the natural fath er and stepmoth ere In both of these cases 
the stepmother was accepting of the boy and appeared to be co-
operative in future planning fer him when he was to be released 
from ISTSB. The fact that a stepmother was present in the home 
did not seem to be a negative factor toward the boyfs delinquent 
behavior. 
In thirteen cases the boy was living in the home of 
his mother and stepfather prior to first commitment to ISTSB. The 
follo~dng case gives an example of where this seemed to be a con-
tributing factor to his acting out behavior: 
Case 5- Jack S. had been very attached 
to his mother after hi s O'V'Tn father had de-
serted the family and was subsequently im-
prisoned for hijacking a cigarette truck. 
Prior to her remarriage, Mrs. S. related that 
she had given Great emphasis to Jack's im-
portance as the oldest son and made him 
think o.f himself as a sort of head of the 
family. She feared that he resented his 
stepfather and was trying deliberately to 
pattern himself after his own father. 
-, 
In two of the cases the boy was found to be living 
with foster parents. 
Case 42- Ronald S. was Ii ving vvith a 
man that vlas alleged to be ,a solicitor for 
his own natural mother. The boy appeared 
to like this individual as he was the only 
one the boy knew as being kind to him. How-
ever, this person's contribution to this boy 
was questionable as it could be interpreted 
th~t he was satisfying his own homosexual 
needs by means of this boy_ 
Case 44- Gerald S. seemed to be very 
much affected by living with his adoptive 
parent s. r~r. and r-1rs. S. adopt ed thi s boy 
at ten years of age with the unconscious 
intent of bringing him up to their oVJn pro-
j ecti ve needs of status and success. I'Jlr. S. 
was abusy railroad executi ve and !1rs. S. 
appeared to be a very disturbed 1-lOman going 
throu~~ her menopause. They very much em-
phasized the fact that this boy was not 
"their ovm flesh and blood. n 
In the one remaining case the boy VIaS found to be 
living vlith an aunt. The absence of a mother and father seemed 
ver<J disturbing to this particular boy. 
5 
TABLE II 
LIVING ARRANGEr'/IENTS OF BOY PRIOR TO FIRST COM:r:II'ITCSNT 
CONDITION FREQUENCY 
Li ving v-lit h '00 th parents •......•....•••• 15 
Livin3 ~ith f~th9r alone ••.. ...........• 2 
TJjvi , ;~:-: vii th In:)ther alone •••••••...•••..• 14 
Li ving with father and stepmother •.•...• 2 
Living with mother and stepfather ••••••• l) 
Living \\1. th foster parents .............. 2 
Living with relatives .•..............•.• 1 
Type of living arrangements seemed to affect the 
emotional behavior of the majority of these boys. 
ORIGIN AND X;lTIONALIT': OF PARZl'n'S 
6 
Of the fifty cases studied it ':-.ras found that 48 
fathers were native born, and t·wo '''lere foreign born. Forty-eight 
mothers were native born and tv-fa were foreiGn born. The nati vi ty 
of pc. rents did not seem to be a contributing factor to recidivism. 
In relation to the Negroes in this study, it was noted that the 
majori ty had rec.ently moved to a large urban area. Change in mode 
of living nay have been difficult on the family as a whole. How-
ever, this could not be directly correlated to the asocial behav-
ior of the boy within this type of family. We can but speculate 
that change in a manner of Ii vi ng from a rural setting to that of 
r 
7 
an urban one may not be conducive to satisfactory adjustment. 
The following table indicates the overall nationality 
descent of the parents. It seems to suggest that psychosocial 
factors contributing to recidivism are not limited to any culture 
or race. 
NATIONALITY 
IRISH 
ENGLISH 
G"sRl~AN 
AUSTRIAN 
LITHUANIAN 
MEXICAN 
SCOTCH 
SVlEDISH 
NORWEGIAN 
POLISH 
ITALIAN 
DANISH 
DUTCH 
FRENCH 
M>1ERICAN NEGRO 
UNKNOVrN 
TOTAL 
TABLE III 
NATIONALITY DESCENT OF PARENTS 
FATHER 
7 
2 
5 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
23 
3 
50 
OCCUPATION OF PARENTS 
fJiOTHER 
6 
4 
4 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
22 
2 
50 
In only twenty-six of the to cases studied was the 
occupation of the father indicated in the case record. In those 
r 
cases where a type of work was listed the fathers seemed to be in 
a stable work situation. The occupation occurring in ;reatest 
frequency vras that of laborer. This has a v.ride latitude as it 
appears to be used for various forms of unskilled trades in and 
out of a factory. All of the fathers vvhere the occupation was 
noted were employed full time. The following table is a break-
down of the occupations of the fathers of the boys studied in this 
group. 
TYPE 
TABLE IV 
OCCUPATION OF FATHER 
FREQUENCY 
r~aval offi cer. • • • • • • • • . • . • . . • . • . • • • . . • • • •• 1 
Painter ••••.•...•..•..•.•.•..........•.... 3 
Printer •...............•....•............. 1 
School teacher ••••..•••••..•.•..••••...••• 1 
Labo rer •••••••.•••.•••••••..•.••.......••. 10 
TrueJc dri ver • • • • • . • . • • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • . • •. •• 1 
Cab driver............ .• . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . • .. 2 
.:i:lectrician. • . . • . . . • • . • . •. •. • . . . . . • . . . . . .. 1 
S-treet cleaner............................ 1 
Crarbage collec.Jeor......................... 1 
}\)l~erllan-Trai~_sj--t, comI)cl.ny.................... J_ 
Foreman-auto assembly plant •..•.•.••••..•• 1 
Iron 'lIorker •.•..•..•...•••...•....•.....•• 1 
Railroad executive ••••••••.•...••.•.•••••• 1 
U n.kn 01r.fn • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 17 
Deceased. • • • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • • •• 7 
Total 50 
r 
9 
The following table describes the various types of em-
ployment engaged in by the moth ers. 
TYPE 
TABLE V 
OCCUPATION OF KOTHERS 
FREQU3NCY 
J-Iouse~r.i f e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 24 
Telephons operator..................... 2 
Jookkeeper ............................. 1 
Office vJO rker. • • • • . • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .. 1 
D01118Stic ~:IJrk _ ••••••..••.••.••.. e •• « ••• 3 
J.estaurant cashier..................... 2 
~~';"'Etit~l"'ess ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
Jani<tress ............... ................ 1 
Factory worker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 
Nurses' aide •.•......••.............••. 1 
Unknovm ••...•.. ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • •• 1 
Deceased. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
UBLIC ASSISTANCE 
In ten cases the moth er vvas receiving ADC, and in one 
ase the family was temporarily on general assistance. There was 
o indication of the type of casework services that might have been 
iven to these families. There did not appear to be a direct cor-
elation between the financial pressure evidenced in these families 
nd the asocial behavior of these eleven youths who were from 
amilies receiving public assistance. 
The average age of the boys in this group at first com-
itment to ISTSB was 13.8 years. The youngest admitted in this 
10 
ten years of age. Two vIere eleven years at first admit-
Three came ~o I3TSB at twelve years of age. '.f1.velve boys 
ere thirteen at first commitment. The largest center of distri-
ution in one age were the eighteen boys that w·ere admitted at 
ourteen years of age. lUeven boys were committed at age fifteen, 
three came to ISTSB at sixteen years of age for the first time. 
e following table is a breakdown of the age groups as they were 
irst admitted to I3TSB. 
TABLE VI 
AGE GROUPINGS AT FIRST COMI\''lITIv1:~NT 'ill ISTSB 
AGE FREQUENCY 
10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 3 
13 .................................. 12 
14 .................................. 18 
15 .................................. 11 
16". • • • • • . . . • . . • . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . .• 3' 
TOTAL 50 
The followin~ ag3 illustration is inserted at this 
oint to exemplify the difficulties that are noted with the onset 
~f puberty. 
Case 49- Jack C, age 12, was first com-
mitted for incorrigibility. His parents seem 
to be completely inadequate ",i th him and his 
other siblings. Jack was a very dependent lad 
who had great fixation on dependency needs from 
his mother. 
11 
The above case illustrates sev3ral cases 'V'lhich seem to 
indicate that the boys were able to 'Ivithstand many of t.he pres-
sures of early life, but the en:otional state of adolescense seemed 
to let d:nm the barriers and &cting out behavi or begal1. Puberty 
do 8S appear to be a catalytic azent in acti vatin,i: delinquency in 
a majority of the cases studied. The p:ceviCH.lS table shmvs that 
YC2.rs a:~8 group. 
Another important consi dere.tion iF the evaluation C)f 
th8 social situation from "vhich the 00:7 can:,:=.; is tlTIJ evaluate the 
possibili ty of emotional disturbances in the family c,')mposi tion. 
One rather was confined to a mental institution at the time the 
boy vias comni tted to ISTSB. Four :·uothers had been in residence at 
a mental l1ospital. One male sibling was at Dixon as he was a men-
tal defective. 
Case 40- Ollie T. was COnIDli.tted from a 
suburban communi'ty for stealing from a cash 
register. This boy was classified upon com-
mitment as a borderline defective and was 
easily led by his peer group. His father was 
cont~ptuous of him ciue to his limited intelli-
gence. He was quite close to his brother who 
was~,entto Dixon and there would seem tobe. a 
corr'elation between his delinquency and his 
brot,h,er being in a state in sti tutioll • 
12 
,., J:p the other five cases where there was a history of 
ill-ness in the f.amily the~e did not appear to be a direct 
orrelation between commitment and family members being confined 
o a mental institution. No speoific diagnoses were avai lable on ,. 
• ,,"t" , 
he patholOgy dr t;fl.'e'farnily members who were conf:in ed. 
}k~ 
. i,!! 
When we ",j 
. ~ 
, ~~ 
:ttempt to ~tt"'l~'ti[ ... :fA:::':r~:th.ls behavi or to ~.ntal il~nesa ~A.L~':·:~~i i; 
GO mpos11ti.qp ... ~,~Jt.r1ktQJll.J~valuation of', the J.n~ ytc;i,l,li4. c;~.~!'~'i...i') ;~ 
\ • ' 1, :>;~i 
ould be necessary i ather than to attempt an overall conclusion.' 
" i 
eanne Lampl-De Grof>t, M.D. in hi:s paper "N~rotics, Delinquents, 
'ndLdeal" Formati on'" states "that the genesis of both neurotic and " 
, ! I. 
f , 
iss~:i:al. :d.isturbanpe lies in the interplay,' .in varying mixtures, 
~ I 2 
r-a::rsp'OiItf6nal fa~ctors"ana"'environmental ihfluences~"~ " 'Hest'at'e~, 
urth er ,."we must st-ill h& .1lPe,.cifio about these differ$llces and at-
f~.l ,;,/. : " ; .. ~ " 
empt to .aad: t\}ieir :cauees.';flv; . ,. 
2 
J 
";) . 
,," .,. ,., 
iii," '.,,, ~ '.' ,~\ 
Je~A;JJampl-De Grott, M,. D., Neuro,1ti ell'. D.lkP:9uen~ s 
artd,:[tt.al Formatirr , a paper contaIne· 1J.n a~£9h11ghts ;oriDatnguencredted by E. K. Eissler, M.D.., Ph.D NY, 191;9 p. 2 7 
Ibid. 
-
. i.);.. ) 1",.>;..-,:,,'1 
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PENAL HIS TO RY OF OTHi;RS I~: FA:nUL'r. COMPOSITI OlJ 
It was found that in nineteen cases or approximate~y 
40 per cent of the cases studied, memb8rs of the fa~ily eroup had 
• 
knmvn correctional experience in an institution. The follovv:ing 
table gives the distribution of penal experience. 
TABLE VII 
PENAL EXPERIENCE OF Fl-U:·ITLY rEMB~iE1.S IN GROUP 
F AHIL Y I:ll:!l,jIBER FREQUENCY IN CUSIDDY r.mftl\.tTTTMZNT 
Father 8 3 
rViother 3 0 
Sister 0 0 
Brother 8 8 
Case 5- Jack S, seemed to want to iden-
tify with the behavior of his natural father' 
when his mother remarried. . He seemed to wish 
to punish his mother for taking al.tmy his im-
portant role as the oldest boy and also wanted 
to seek the protection of identification 'VId.th 
his father. He even began to try to have con-
tact with his father after his first commitment 
to ISTSB. 
AT 
There seemed to be a definite relation between the 
boy's asocial behavior and a need to identify ~~th his a~n father 
who was committed to the penitentiary for auto theft. 
r 
Case 42- Ronald S. \vas con fron ted vd. th hi s 
mother being in ~~e county jail on regular stays 
due to prostitution. The boy was not so much 
disturbed directly by the fact that his mother 
was in jail as he was enraged at adult male 
figures whom he thought vTere taking his mother 
away fram him. He lived in a small town where 
his corrnnunity had made him a spectacle of con-
cern. His rage '!,'Vas acted out by his being com-
mitted for assault with intent to kill. The boy 
was treated with contempt _ by the community. 
14 
Community pressure is laden vvi.th many factors that 
lean make a situation far \I'lorse than it actually is in the begin-
~itlg. Harri s B. Peck, M .. D. and Virginia 3ells;.d th in a n,-:nrly 
oublishecl volurile }.Joint out: "A strong taint of mo:c:l1 jUdOil'311t 
still 1~8mains in the public mind about mental illn:3ss and is re-
~lected in the kind of minimal custodial care provid ed in many 
state hospitals. An even stronger attitude of moral disapproba-
tion is directed toward the delinquent as is evidenced by the 
periodic campaigns launched by the press for stringent control and 
~holesale institutionalization of adolescent s Vlhose behavior devi-
~tes from the presumed mores of the community. Unfortunately such 
irrelavent moralizing tends to hinder the development of public 
understanding of both psychotic and delinquent behavior and thereby 
4 
vO postpone the' establishment of services to meet their need. ff 
4 Harris B. Peck, M.D. and Virginia Bellsmith, 
Treatment of the Delinguent Adolescent 
NY, 1951+, p.5 
r 
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P AREN T AL Ii. T TI TUDE Ii T FI RS T COMI"II lE~NT 
The attitudes of parental figures seem to be signifi-
~ant in their contribution to the behavi or of the youths in this 
study. Fifteen mothers expressed themselves as being interested 
~nd accepti ng toward t heir boy. Twenty-three mot he rs 'il'Vere rej ect-
ing of their sons. Their motives for rejection varied. In some 
of the cases the sons reminded the mother of his father who had 
mistreated her and deserted her. A common cause was that the 
parent was inadequate and found it easier to reject t he boy wi th 
a hos tile attitude than to face the fact' of his ov.'TI inadequacy. 
TvlO stepmothers were found to be very accepting of their stepson 
~nd were desirous of helping with t he subsequent adjustment of the 
Iboy. One stepmother was found to be very rejecting of her boy as 
~e failed to meet her projected needs fo~ success and status which 
~eemed to be her motive for adopting the boy. Only four natural 
~2thers expressed an acc<3pting attitude toward their son. Thirty-
eight fathers rejected their sons eit,h:::r directly by attitude or 
p..ndirectly due to th::: fact that they deserted the family. Eight 
:natural fathers were deceased. Four stepfathers ware found accept-
p..n,?; of their stepsons. TvJ"al ve stepfathers ,,'{ere rej ecting of their 
stepsons' behavior. The folloiN'ing table is a breakdolN'n of atti-
tudes as expressed by parent figures at th9 boy's first conmlitmmt, 
as they were obtained from the parole i'fOrker's social history. 
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TABLE VIII 
PARENTAL ATTITUDE AT FIRST COlvil":ITI'~ENT TO ISTSB 
PARENT FIGURE ACCEPTING REJgCTING INDIFFERENT DEAD 
Mother 15 23 7 5 
Stepmother 2 0 0 0 
Father 4 38 0 8 
Stepfather 4 12 0 0 
In many of the cases "Vv'here the natural mother V"-Tas 
found to be rejecting she was living with a man othEr than the 
boyts natural father. It was a problem of choosing between her 
son and her husband who was not the boyT s father. The following 
summary of a case of this problem is as follo'll'[s: 
Case 15- Carl M. was very dependent on his 
moth er and could not accept his ne1fl stepfather. 
Mrs. M. was forced to show a prei'erence for either 
her son or husband and she chose the latter. Carl 
could not accept this. 1'{hen the boys was first 
arrested, the stepfather vmo was ri valrous used 
this as a means of further pulling the mother 
away from the bo y. 
Rejection by the father fi:sure was a very significan.t 
factor in relation to the boy's behavior. It seemed to be an 
I 
overwhelming force that contributed to the boy's insecurity at the 
crucial time of pubertal development. This was substantiated by 
.... 
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[the heavy distribution of commitment s at an age level where onset 
pf puberty seems to occur in most boys. A boy learns how to be a 
Plan through the help of an adult male figure. It is normal for a 
father to be this helping figure. The boy must learn how to com-
pete and be aggressive with other males and still not be rejected. 
He reeds thi s support toward :i13.t urin:::.; mas8ulini ty from his father 
or a substitute male figure. ~'vben the boy experiences rejection, 
he flounc.ers and acting out, behavior is logically a ready defense 
112 chclni sm to protect him from adult; Iilale rej ecti on-::.r,l :lIse) G<.S a 
I\[ay :~ 0 ~_l'~-/ V0 th at he is masculine and successful ,,'Vi th his peers. 
The following summary of where this conflict vvas in 
evidence gives an example of this probla"TI. 
Case 36- Harry H. had a very disturbed 
father l'.'ho was reported to break windows in 
fits of rage when drinking. He would not tole-
rate the fact that the boy vias ablet-o do well 
in sports and help th e mot.~er run the household 
'Wh en he vIas away due to his ONn irresponsibl e 
behavior. His father l'vould find any reason to 
beat hi s son physically and inst ille d a fear in 
this boy that was overpm'Vering. l<'Ir. H. had been 
incarcerated six times for such offenses as 
robbery, forgery, adultery, and au~o larceny. 
In this case the father t s reje cti on and brutality 
played a daninate role in th,::: boyt s disintegra-
tion. 
A survey of the material in this chapter provides the 
following conclusions: 
1. A substantial portion of cases studied 
indicat es that ~J1ari tal status of parents and 
r 
living arrangements were a contributing factor 
to the boy's delinquency when these were devi-
ant. 
2. Origin and nationality of parents did 
not seem to indicate any trend in the behavior 
of this. group. 
3. Occupation of the parents was found to 
lie in the lower middle class type of occupa-
tions with few deviations above or below. Only 
twenty-four mothers or 19ss than half were 
found in the home on a full-time basis. 
4. Public assistan ce was the sole means of 
SUPP9rt in eleven cases within tha group. There 
did not seem to be a dir ect correlation between 
this and th e boy's delin quency. 
5. r,1ental illness within the family compo-
sition was not an overall contributing factor 
to the dissocial behavior of th8 cases thus 
-affected. 
6. Penal experiences of other family members 
seemed t,O have a direct relation to the boy's 
delinquency. 
7. Parental attitude seemed to bear an in-
fluential force upon the boy. 
18 
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In thi s pa rt or',:,he study we have examined the various 
ItYPC3 s of so cial pat holo~;y as found i1: the so cial his tori es 0 b-
Itained shortly after the 'ooy was commi tt edt.o ISTSB • Illustrative 
cases were used to demonstrate SjY3 cifi c pathology as examples of 
ovsrall pathology found in the social stu::lies of this group. Dr. 
Sender st,ates: "Although it is trv,e that individuals have sharply 
different kinds of psychopa[,ho10,~y, i';' is also.::.rue that common 
eleraents in the symptom of hosti 1i -::-,y itself i3xis'::' and provide at 
l;:,ast a partial explanation of th::: corrsla:::,ion be,:,',,:esn the inci-
c; 
./ 
dence 01 d81inqu ency and environment 0.1 cond:i, tion s. 1T 
This study is C'YlC ern9:d wi:-;,h the [enes'~s @1 ':. 1] s.ture of 
hOS::,'1.1:; 0 ::;havior, especially as j,t endur':;!') 90ft 3r aD. experience 
in a correc+,ioll.al school such as ISTSB. This is a p.:;rsistent ag-
gression -.'ihich seems to be insatiabl!3 as the youth again finds 
himself unable to co ntrol it and is a.:::;ai n r eturnecl by the communi t} 
\:-'0 custodial care. Dr. Bender defines agE~ression as; !fa symptom 
compl:;x resulting froni deprivations Hhich are caused by dGvelop-
Imental discrepancies il). the total personalit;y structure such that 
the constructive patterned drives for action i~ th3 child find 
inadequata mean s of saGi sfaction and r9sult i'l amplification or 
5 Lauretta Bender, ~JI.D. Genesis of Eostility 
in Children, .il11arican Journal of P~)ychiatry, 
Vol. CV, Ko. 4 (1948), p. 242 
,.. 
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lciisorganization of the drives into hostile or destruct,i ve aggres-
6 
sion. ff 
The social needs of the se boys as explored ir. this 
chapter indicate an overall frustration and deprivation vd1ich 
.vould consequently give rise to aggression whe:'l no other gratifi-
cation was found for their unmet needs. 
6 Ibid. 
r 
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CH1LPTER II 
'rhis ch2.pter ',.0.11 study the evaluation of the boy upon 
hi s arrival at ISTSB, his subse'iuc;nt ~:'Tc'2;ress, and the plaEning 
cation of recanmended st3.ndards for 'ielir:quent children describes 
a training school as fol101'vs: 
"A training school is an institution ;or the 
care of delinquent children vIho need group life, 
close supervision, or more att3n <:ion to their 
particular problems than they vIOuld Get at home. 
Ordinarily the training school is a state insti-
tution. Its aim is to make the socially unad-
justed child a more secure person and a better 
citizen. ------The task of the sch001 is a parti-
cularily heavy one. For this reason it requires 
the bert that can be secured in staff and equip-
ment." 
It is important to consider that the training school 
receives a wide range of disturbed youngsters with a wide range 
of symptomatic behavior resulting from various backgrounds and a 
series of mUltiple trawnatic experiences. The youngster has nor-
mally had some experiences with the authorities before commitment 
to ISTSB. All of them have either been held in a detention home 
or jail before their arrival at the training school. In many 
cases these forced detentions have increased resistance and fear 
in the youth. The Gluecks comment; "It is elementary to the 
1 Recommended Standards for Services for Delinquent 
Children, u.s. Children's Bureau, 1953 
r 
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treatment of young delinquents that in experiencing their first 
forced detention they should be handled understandingly by police 
2 
and not be allowed to come in contact lv1.th adult criminals." 
The Gluecks further state, "As to an art of treating delinquency 
the nearest to it is the so-called casework approach, which is to 
be credited rather to social workers than to theoretical socio-
logists. And social casework has a good distance to travel before 
its effects can make themselves felt in the treatment of delin-
3 
quency in a truly fundamental sense. fT 
PROBATION BEFORE FIRST CQM}U~!ENT 
Probation is defined as "a legal status in which a 
child following adjutication in a delinquency case is permitted 
to remain in the community, subject to supervision by the court 
through the court's probation department or an agency designated 
by the court, and subject to t he return of the court at any time 
4 
during the period of probation. fT 
Forty-nine of the cases studied indicated that the 
2 Sheldon and Eleanore Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile 
Delinguents, Cambridge I',cass. 1934, p. 97 
3 Ibid. p.283 
4 Standards for Specialized Courts Dealing with 
Children, U.S. Children's Bureau, 1954, p.l~ 
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boy had been on probation prior to his commitment to IS'I'SB. One 
case indicated that they boy was immediat ely sent to IST~).3 and 
this was done at the insistence of a rejecting and punitive father. 
In eleven of the cases, boys had a )ravious seri1i-correc:'~ional ex-
had been in residence at dOl'mstat,:; institutions which provide care 
for the pre-delinquent boy. 
Probationary reports of cases studied did not permit 
an examination of :correlation betvfeen probation and comEli tment. 
The heavy caseloads of probation officers accounts in part for the 
limited amount of such information. 
OFFENSES COllill.ITTTED AT FIRST C(J,jllITMENT TO ISTSB 
Twenty-nine youths were committed for auto theft. 
Twenty-eight of these stole autos in a group, while one did it by 
himself. Eight youths were committed for burglary. All were in 
a group at time of offense. Three boys were admitted to ISTSB on 
charges of assault, and all offended in a group. Three were com-
mitted for armed robbery and were "'lith peers at the time the act 
was performed. Two were committed for robbery, and vlere also in 
a group. One was cownitted for larceny of a department store and 
this was in a group. One boy was committed for attempted rape. 
Assault vlith intent to kill was the last offense and this was 
individually attempted. 
r 
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The following table is a breakdo\~ of offenses as they 
8ccurred at first commitment of this group. 
TABLE IX 
OFF:2:NSES AT FIRST Corv,;]\,II'n~3NT TO ISTSB 
JFFENSE FREQUENCY ALONE GROUP 
~uto theft 29 1 28 
3urglary 8 0 8 
~ssault 3 0 3 
fl.rmed Robbery 3 0 3 
Robbery 2 0 2 
~ttempted Rape 1 1 0 
Iarcotics 1 0 1 
fissa ult I.ro'i th 
ntent to kill 1 1 0 
Bike Theft 1 1 0 
warceny 1 0 1 
T'OTAL 50 4 46 
Of the fifty cases studied, forty-five boys were ad-
ni tted to the institution apparently in .::.:;ood health and were con-
sidered capa~Jle of participating fully in the program at ISTSB. 
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rIn those cases where there was a physical ailment focus \'Vas di-
rected at curing the illness and making this an integral part of 
the boy's treatment w_thin the institution. 
Case 23- Allen L. was diagnosed as having a 
pulmonic systolic flQ'tt{ ;tlhich 1-'!aS a very limiting 
heart condition. The lad came from a home that 
ivas very rejecting of him du:; to his disability 
and th(~ father in drunken rages would pick on this 
youngster in particular. Ee V,ias found to be very 
emotionally disturbed upon entrance to ISTSB and 
focus was directed toward giving him every comfort 
tmvard his adjustment and als 0 a thorough pl;lysical 
treatment of his condition. He was in special need 
of satisfying adult relationships. 
Treatment of the above boy who was admitted in poor 
physical condition is typical of the concern extended through 
special care to any boy admitted in such condition. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL M:~ASURE OF IIITELLIG2NCE AT FIRST CONITHTIJIENT 
A uniform psychological testing is routine for every 
boy upon first commitment to ISTSB. This facilitates placement 
within ISTSB and al so gives indication of vrhat may be expected of 
the boy while in the institution. Three boys were classified as 
being; in t he superior range of intelligence. Two were categorized 
as being in the bright normal class. Two fulfilled the require-
ments of high average. The heaviest center of distribution was 
in the average range where twenty-three boys found their place. 
Two were classified as low-average. The next heaviest center of 
concentration vlaS in the area specified as dull normal where 
r 
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welve boys were grouped. Six were found to be in the borderline 
efecti ve group. Ament al defecti ve vlOuld not ordinarily be kept 
t ISTSB but "'!QuId be transferred to an insti tution such as Dixon 
tat e Hospital where his needs would be met. The fo IIO'tvi~g table 
hows a breakdm'ffi of this group according to intelligence ratings 
s a result of psychological test gi ven at first commitment to 
STSB. 
TABLE X 
PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASURE OF INT;~LIGENCE 
RANGE FREQUENCY 
S 1J'P -~RI OR • ••.•••• " " " " " " " " "" "" " " " "" " " ". 3 
~8 R.IG I-IT l'TO [UV~.A.L • " " " " "" ." " " "" " " " " " " " " " "" 2 
fII GH it V .. -:~~{A GE. " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "" " " " "" 3 
AV CT:jAGR 23 ~~l.. .'..:.J. " " "" " " " " " " • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " ..... 
LOvl .Il V';.illJ.q, G ~~" " " " " " • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " ,," 2 
DULL ~~O:?I\;TAIJ""""""""""" " " " " • " " " " " " " " " .12 
DZF~c\rI V~" " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " e " fI " " " • "" ~ 
TOTAL 50 
emotionally disturbed boy, it is important to try to understand 
is side. Frank Cohen says, ffThd institution cannot hold the 
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final answer to the needs of children. It is natural that they 
should resent confinement and separation from their own environ-
5 
ment. " With this in mind we may not label every resistive atti-
tude as -an unhealthy attitude. The youngster is for t he most part 
quite insecure upon his arrival at I8TSB. This is an extension of 
basic insecurity and fear which plays a large part in asocial be-
havior. "A common mode of handling insecuri ty at any age is to 
try consciously or unconsciously to deny it through expressions 
6 
of defiance and daring. tf This is to be expected of a normal chile 
reacting in the first stage of institutional adjustment. The 
youngster is suddenly withdrawn from all fruniliar surroundings. 
"The child v>Iho found the restrictions of the outside world intol-
erable is now restricted more than ever by the walls and rules; 
he feels the loss of his friends and family no matter how undesi-
7 
rable they are as an irrevocable loss." All these factors are 
present with many indi vidual complications in the boyt s beginning 
adjustment at IST8B. 
5 Frank J. Cohen, Children in Trouble, NY, 1952, p.l) 
6 Helen Ross and Adelaide IvI. Johnson, Psychiatric 
Interpretation of the growth Process, Social Case-
\'lork Journal, April 1949 
7 Ralph S. Banay, Youth In Despair, NY, 1948, p.16 
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When an evaluation "'las made of the interplay betvleen 
the boy and areas of adjustment in the institution, the four gene-
ral areas in which he could be appraised are as follm'J"s: a) ad-
justment to cottage life, b) school adjustment, c ) work detail ad-
justment, and d) adjustment "within peer group. These four areas 
~ere further divided into three categories; good, fair, and poor. 
These di visions were attained by evaluatingt,he clinical report 
on a boy prior to the formulation of plans for his release to the 
community. Information regarding cottage life is give by the 
cottaZ:6 parents r report. School ajjustment is a compilation of 
re~Jorts of t h,:-; various teachers submitted by the pri ncipal. ~'lork 
reports are a compilation of various reports submitted by indivi-
dual supervisors through the vocational director. Peer adjustment 
rero::.."ts are given by th e cot tage pe.rents :..LYlJ. th is is SOl1Eti Y'les 
supplement ed by the report from the academ5.c department at IS TSB. 
The follm'linG table is a br(~akdovr':1 of indi vidual ad-
justment at ISTSB. 
TABLE XI 
3VALUATIOI'! OF FIRST ADJUSTI'~;N~1 liT ISTSB 
A:tE!~ GOOD FAIll POOP. NO :~.SSIGNr,r~NT 
Cottage Life 33 11 6 0 
School 24 8 14 4 
viork Detail 34 [5 7 1 
Peer Adjut. 25 14 11 0 
r 
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~valuation of C.ot tage adjustment is h.::;lpful in consid-
aring the potential of a boy to l'clat e to adult figures. In many 
cases this first relationship vdth the cottage parents is a new 
and trying experience for the boy. As previously noted the ac':" 
ceptance on th3 part of the father figure in relation to the boy 
was minim2.l in his own home. Therefore the role of the cottage 
~ather to many boys might engender fear and lli1certainty. The 
~olloV\rin,g summary of a case demonstrates this phenomenon and shows 
~ow the boy ".Jas able to ma.1.ce posit,ive use of his ne",! experience. 
Case 5- Jack.S. previous to his admittance 
to IS TSB had no ~able and sati sfying relationship 
\I'd th an accepting adult male fieure. Great stri-
ving for masculinity was noted at intake. Through 
the encouragement of his counsellor and his cottage 
father he was encouraged to take part in athletics. 
Through a work detail under another accepting adult 
male figure he was seen GO advance rapidl y in a 
secure feeling about his role of masculinity. 
ViThile positive gains are made it must be seen that this 
~s not possible v,rith every boy and. t his is not necessarily the 
~ault of the institution. The follov.'ing case summary gives an 
illustration of a boy too badly traill~tized to be able to benefit 
~rom the treatment as i:::, exists at I·STSB. 
Case 39- 3d E. was not able to relate well 
in cottage life. He had built up an unusual 
amount of hostility against adult male fi gures 
as a defense r:1echanism. Upon arrival he was 
diagnosed as an immature and poorly integrated 
boy having great difficulty \rith interpersonal 
relationships. liuch effort Vias extended to this 
boy but h3 ,,"as not able to react posi ti vely to 
these efforts i~ his behalf. 
)0 
,1 
In examindnga boyf s ab:i.:il.ity tO~"adjust in 'school we ,\1 
viewing asahool :situation which:dl.ff&.r's fr4)m the sehool situ-
found'"~b thecomtnuriity. There are more controls with sanc-
whic"h' sOl'ILe !iboysle"'arn to accept; 'and many, will not learn. 
he adjustllEltl.t at school did not seem to be as posi tilV6 as the one 
oted with the,,c:ottage parents. This would seem to i;ndieate that 
he boy is asked to pr?duc.e in a spe cial way in school in a given 
In the cottage he is, producing by pleasing his cot tage 
arents and is being rewarded in a more sa'tisfying way by their 
"': " 
pproval and warm relat'ionship in most cases. Also ~ a boy may 
, ' ,;41,1\.", 
, ~ A fj.lj(~li ~,~ 
emotional pro;'b,,a.~fJls which the pressure of school activates. 
, . ".;' r,~.J,)Yi!.;: ~:,~ .;.. ~., . 
':'$ 
Adjustment 00 (Work detail was very similar to that of 
';,,,- ~. 
, " 
'tv! thin the ootttage program. This would seem to happen 
ecause the samesh~in:gin." ~vJ.armth can be given through a super-
. sor of a certain job tha'lt ~annotbe given in the school si tuatio 
In the area of peer adjustment the figures are lower 
., , 
. th respect to, overall adjustment. Many of these ,yo1lllgsters were 
r. 
nvolved i~ dissension with their peer group on the outside, and 
'~~~. -
any of thes~ boys were insec,ure within their peer group in the 
" ';' ~ ,-, , 
omm1llli ty, so it is not surprising to find this lower:, .rate of ad-
"I" , , ,<"< •• , ., "",,' 
. ~ ,,~,.l.· • ,,'- ~ -, 
The f~llowing summary of a case illustrates difficultie 
peer adjustment~ 
, il 
r 
Case 49- John C. found it very difficult 
to adjust within his peer group. He was very 
immature and desperately needed a dependent re-
la~ionship for which he depended on the cottage 
mother. This also disturbed the boy even though 
he felt the need. The other boys could see that 
he was insecure and afraid and found him easy 
prey. This boy's peer adjustment was very poor 
and it appeared t hat he had never been ~~~iven the 
needed support from adult fi::;ures to be'able to 
move into his ovrn peer Group in a comfortable 
I'vay. 
BREAKD01vN OF THE p2RSa~ l'\LITY FACTOR;:) OF THE GROUP 
31 
By a breakdown of the cliLical evaluation of the boys 
selected in this study, the follmvin g di sturbances VIerc:; l~Ot ed. 
:if?:ht GOYs lilere considered to be severely emotionally disturbed. 
Case 42- Ronald S. was diagnosed as very 
insecure with a sev3relv disinte~ra~ed ~Jrsonal-
J" ·,-v '\SS'~Ul ,- -'Tl.'tr, -: ,-}" ,"n' .~- ·"'0 '~J' ll-~ ·'·--1· ~ 1-1~ ",,,.r>.t:',c~·-l~E' -V,;. .."""1. Cl...l..v I.. ...l.. -,-_1'-.1...., ... l.,..J v ..L\. .. _l... ,t ',J ~"..Lu v~.l.,· .... l;-:' ... 
_,.',., cor,":l;:itment. Thsre ,,{as evids;-lce hi:: beL1G 
clos'~i~o a psycho-;-,ic break. He flas sent to Jlgin 
State Hospit~al shortly aft:":Jl~ his arrival for fur-
ther observation. He triaS returned to ISTSB but 
since maximum controls seemed to be the only 
remedy, he was transferred to Sheridan. 
Twenty boys were admitted vIho were classified emo-
tionally disturbed. Fifteen were designated as being overwhelmed 
by adult figures. 1\1any boys found it very difficult to assume 
their role of masculinity. There are many evidences in this 
study that insecurity around masculinity is a controlling factor 
in acting: out behavior. This is related to the rejection by 
father fiGures. Twenty boys were observed to have poorly inte-
erated personalities. Nineteen boys were observed to have 
r 
i 
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strone;ly unmet dependency needs. Nine were unable to form any 
sort of interpersonal relationship. Seven were found to have 
ov'ert sexual anxiety. Eight expressed strong feelings of inade-
quacy about themselves. Two were not ed to have seductive mothers. 
There were other factors indicated which were not typical of the 
overall group. The table on the follovving page gi ves a breakdown 
of patholoeical factors in the total personality structure of 
these boys as found in the clinical diagnosis. 
r 
TABLE TIl 
BREAKDOWN OF PATHOLOGY IN THE PERSONALITY STRUCTURE 
FACTOR FREQUENCY 
Emotionally disturbed •••••••••••••.••.•••••••• 20 
Severely disturbed emotionally •••••••••••••••• 8 
Overwhelmed by adult figures ••••••••••••.••••• 15 
Difficulties in masculine identification •••••• 29 
Poorly integrated personality •••••••••••..•••• 20 
Overprotective mother figure ••••••••••••••.••• 4 
Unmet dependency needs •••••••••••••.•••••••••• 19 
Difficulties with interpersonal relationships. 9 
Poor peer adjustment •••••••.••.•••••••.•••.••• 11 
Sexual anxi et y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 
Strong feelings of inadequacy •.••.•.•..•..•••• 8 
S educt i ve mot her. • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • . • . • • . • . • • • •• 2 
Homosexual anxiety •••••••••.•.•••••••.••..•••• 1 
:~nvironmental syndrome {acute} ••..••••••.••••• 1 
Incest guilt •••..••.••••••••••.•..••••..•••••• 1 
Uncontrollable aB;gressi vi ty. . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • .• 5 
Phantasy defense mechanism .•.•.•.•.•.••..••••• 1 
Or~anic syndrome (cerebral a2e~esis) •••••••••• 1 
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OMMUNITY pfTZJl.FERENCE IN TREA 1MENT 
.. At, the' first' comrilitment'" of thEme fifty boys, the 
i, \,"~\ , 
llinois Youth eommission h'ad not be,en established. ISTSB was an 
", ' : ,. ., 
ext ension;"O!' I'th e ne:?artmentofPublic Vie lfa.re . 'Currently when a 
boy is recdrrHnen~ea. for a :6o~'rectiohal experience by the court, ac-
cording to legi'$~ati on; :the inai vidual county must refer th e boy 
. " 
to the Iliinols~'touth ::'ebmmiss1on. No body or individual may force 
;" ",'" ',r' 
a boy into a~y':~t~,,~'~~rr~ctio~a~' lnsti tution than those operated 
'\ ' 
by the Illino~~,"" Y<itl'~* .Q~IpIJl~ssion if he is under seventeen, years of" 
f· v' .~" ,:~ ",~. ~'.~ r";\ .• '" :. , ",;' .... ' 
age at the c.0ID.mis.,~~on;$~f"th~ ac~ •. , "The Commiss~on is empo"fered 
by section 11 ,hereof as, it deems best suited to the needs of the 
" :. r' 't:': ~\\, t' h,:' ~'. 
pdividual and" tj)e"interest of 'the public, but no order or assign ... 
I, , 'r' ,", ;, 
ent or traIl;~fer ~9 an."in~r4tu~ion or facility, gran~ing or revok-
, '", . . .' ,_ t ..... , '",. ,_, 
:i:.~g,p~r?;Le" or iss~ing,f::J.I)~l,.d:ischarge to any person committed to 
': .. : ;. ,(,' . :)- ...t.. .: ' ":.' ' ~, .:'." ~,; l I .i' ,} . 
the, cq~ii~ion sha+L be';~("l~r manner delegated to any, other per~o 
or 1JOd{f.~ " rhi~power wa~,P9t in effect prior to January 1',,1954. 
,. , '",' " ,I ' • • 1,. ';~ • j '., 
The follQ.rP-~g p~s.~ ill~str~Fe;a a punitive and vindic'ti ve attitude 
of some lQc~lstayes attor~~e~. 
, ;'" , '.' ' I;~. , 
. \ 
r 
Case 3- Merris c. was eriginally cem-
mitted to. ISTSB for riding in a stelen car. 
Ee was diagnesed upen adr.littance as being a 
very disturbed bey who. \las deprived ef all 
satisfying relatienships. }Ie ""as making a 
satisfactery adjustment at ISTSB but was 
perempterily remeved by the states atterney 
frem his ceunty to. be tried in the criminal 
court for auto. theft. Ivlerris was 14, but 
this actien seemed enly to. fulfill a weed-
shed pelicy ef the local states atterney. 
This boy was given a sixty day term at the 
Bridewell. Since rvIorris' cemmitted this 
effense prier to January 1, 1954, there was 
no. pretection for him frem being sent to. 
jail with adult effenders. 
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Due to. legislation in effect prior to. enactment ef 
~llineis Ye:uth Cemmission act, ISTSB was powerless to contrel re-
meval ef this boy from its treatment program. 
PLANNING FOR PAROLE. 
Planning for his release begins the day that the bey 
ent ers ISTSB. npreparation fer parole can and sheuld begin the 
very day that the delinquent enters the cerrectienal institutien. 
~verything he de es and learns there should be a preparatien fer 
9 
his return to. normal life in the cemmunity.tf The feur areas of 
adjustment that we have examined shew that pesiti ve attempt is 
made to. fulfill this geal. In any institutien there are negative 
facters. The fact that the boy is in a cerrectional institution 
makes it difficult to return him to normal life in the cOllnnunity. 
9 Boalph S. Banay, Yeuth in Despair, N.Y., 
1948, p. 180 
r 
He may have learned to adjust well to the controls at ISTSB and in 
fact find security and comfort from them. When he leaves the in-
stitution this support is removed. 
The clinic staff watchin~ a boy's development within 
ISTSB try to ;,;i ve him controls in relation to his needs as they 
st em from environmen tal and arnot ional patholoGY that he brings 
lWith him from his life situation. A bo~r may 8e3m;..;;) c:mforfll and 
be ready i'or' return tOtl12 C)XllilU.llity bu:-:. .1O-r ~ .. C:rla&"lGnt this con-
forr.1L;y may be is uncertain. At IT~'S3 ~.;reat ,;;air:s may be made 
,d.th tha boy, but the subsequent intarplay of hi.s fawily and. :.:;he 
communi ty UpOl:. his return is very questionable. E0i1ever, ISTSB 
cannot keep a boy indefinitely, and when he seems ready for return 
[to the cornmunity by measuring his development at ISTSB, the only 
course is to return him the best possible sit uation not injurious 
~o the gains made at ISTSB, and hopefully helpful to the attain-
~ent of other goals in the community. This is an ideal not always 
Ireached. 
Two boys were recommended for return to their father 
and stepmother. Thirteen were recommended for parole to their 
~oth::;r alone. Fifteen were to be returned to their own natural 
!parents. Nine boys were to be sent ':'0 the hOlla of th eir mother 
~nd stepfather. Two boys vvere GO be returned to t heir father alone 
r 
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Four v,Jere recommended for trial placement vvi th thei r Grandparent s. 
The planning at I8TSB is a sharing situation with the 
parole field services regional office in the area from which the 
boy canes. The parole worker prepares the family for th e boyt s 
return to th e home, and hopefully helps in a modification of nega-
ti ve at tit udes toward t he boy from his family. In the fol101'ling 
chapter a detailed account of parental attitudes vlill be discussed 
in relation to subsequent maladjustment of the boy. The following 
table is a breakdown of planning factors prior to his release from 
I8TSB. 
TABLE TIll 
BREAKDOWN OF PLANNING FACTORS PRIOR TO BOY'S DEPARTU"1.E 
Return to father and stepmother •••••••.•••••••••• 2 
Return to mother alone •.•.•.•••.•••.••••••••••••• 13 
Return to both natural parents .•••••••.•.•••••.•• 15 
Return to mother and stepfather •••• ..••••.•.•..•• 9 
Placed with :randparents •••.•••••••••••...••••••• 4 
Return to father alone........................... 2 
Boy should be under close masculine supervision •• 21 
Prognosis considered poor at release but no 
other resource was available •••••.••••.•••••••••• 13 
Help parents to cooperate and understand 
boyts need for masculine status •••••••••••••••••• 18 
Boy should seek employment....................... 5 
:r~ilitary service should be goal ••••••••••.••••••• 1 
Return to school in community ••••.•.•••.•••••.••• 43 
Place in special school due to mental 
retB.rdation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
Social agency help recommended................... 1 
Place at Boy's Town .............................. 1 
Release only on the condition that boy will 
be treat ed by a psychiatri st. . • • . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • •• 1 
r 
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In this chapter we have examined the institutional de-
velopment of fifty boys during their first commitment to ISTSB. A 
survey of this material would gi ve ri se to the follo't'rl.ng conclu-
sions: 
1. All offenses were cormni tted in groups with the 
exception of four. 
2 •. The majority of youths were co~~itted for auto 
larceny. 
3. The majority of youths were co~~itted in good 
physical condition, which made it possible for 
them to participate in the total institutional 
program.· 
4. Psychological measure of intelligence indicated 
that 31 of this group were in the average range 
or above, while the remaining 19 were distri-
buted from low average -[:,0 borderline defective. 
5. The majority of youths co~nitted did not have 
a long term correctional experience before 
first commitment to ISTSB. However, every 
youth had been in a detention home or jail 
prior to his arrival at ISTSB. 
6. Adjustment in the institution appeared to be 
better in cottage life and work situations than 
in school and lvit,h peers in general. 
7. Breakdown of pathology found in these 
boys is indicative that every boy in ~he 
group presented himself at I3TSB with 
'symptoms ranging from moderately disturbed 
behavior to pre-psychotic state. 
S. The creation of the Illinois Youth Com-
'mission as of January 1, 1954 places re-
sponsibility for institutionalization 
follm'ling adjudication within an adminis-
trative jurisdiction of the Illinois Youth 
Commission and eliminates the possibility 
of further int erference by the judi ci al 
body of a. local county. 
9. Planning for parole be:~ins the day the boy 
enters ISTSB. Pre-placemen t plaEnin~ vms 
40 
shown to affect bett~1' understandinp' of the 
individual 11e eels dir.:'ctJ:;:l to'\a.rds 2ch ieving 
a iilOY'e sat isfactory c~djEst, ,'3nt. 
Zift,i T C8..2.es t:) s:;(~ how theic -:)8.1'018 ;)~c')erience relates to 
. ~ ~ 
their subsequent delinquency \tv-hich aGain made it necessary for 
them to be returned to the Illinois Youth Commission. 
r 
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CH:~PTER III 
STUDY OF BOY'S RETURN TO THZ COI:JJIUTJ1TY 
Parental a.ttitude is of prime concern when viewing 
fihe boyt s return to till community. This information was obtained 
~y the parole worker prior to the boyt s release from 1S1'313. 
Nineteen mothers expressed acceptance of their sonts 
return to the home, and gave indication that they vlould try to 
help see that the boy did not get into any trouble when he was re-
I,.,urned home. Twerity mothers were found to be rejecting and seemed 
,",0 be accepting t he boy back only because they had no oth8r choice. 
17ive seemed to be iI1di.rrerent or incapable of assuming the respon-
sibi lity of t.heir son .In the cases where stepmothers ",ere in-
volved, two were accepting of the boy and one vlas rejecting. 
Eight. fathers expressed themselves as being accepting 
pf their son and gave varying indicat.ion that they v:auld try to 
~ive assistance in their sonts adjustment. Thirty-three fathers 
expressed thems'31ves as rejecting of their sons and gave indica-
tion that they would not be of constructive assistance in the 
social adjustment of their boys. One father seemed indifferent. 
-:i:ight natural fathers were de~d. Four stepfathers were accepting 
of th3 boy's return to the home. Ten stepfathers were rejecting 
of the boyt s return to the home feelin'S that this was not their 
responsi bili ty. 
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The survey of parental attitudes at parole gives no-
tice of slight improvement 1:J"hen comparing the attitudes h'ith those 
expressed at the boyts commitment to I3T::JB. It is evidenced that 
some of the parole officers wer'3 helpful it: the modification of 
some of the negative attitudes as shmn'1 at first contact 1:vil::-h the 
parent. The folIaI'd ng t able is a oreakdo-~m of parental attitude 
as expressed at parole. 
TABLE XIV 
PARID~TAL ATTITUDE AT FIJST P}illOLE 
PA~i."~N1' FI8URS ACCEPTDm R2J3CTING IEDIFF3RENT DEAD 
Mother 19 20 5 
StepnlOther 2 3 0 
Father 8 33 1 
Stepfather 4 10 0 
The follm..n.ng case is typical oft.he rejecting en-
vironment that many of these boys l.'lere returned. 
Case 17- Frank T. IIVas admit ted to ISTSB 
as a very disturbed boy. !-Ie had difficulty 
wi th male identification. His moth er had been 
overprotective of him. Upon his return she 
was rejecting of him seeming to align herself 
\'lith her husband, the boyTs stepfather. The 
boy seemed to be immobilized by many of the 
forces that confronted him upon his return to 
the community. The boy was on parole for 
6 
0 
8 
0 
Other cases had .specific types of rejection con-
fronting th 9In 1Vhen they returned~o the c,'YI:ll1L'li ty, hovrev 2r, in a.n 
overall consideration it vr:mld be safe to say Gha.t there is a 
direct correlation 'Jetvreen parental l'''ej~;ctioE and a boyt s recidi-
vi sm. 1~7flen there is no interfacllilial ~~,upport=i ven to a boy -.,ho 
has already been through a disturbin::c experience, it is not sur-
pri sin{s that there is breakdo-v-rn in controls. He does not have 
the security and vlarmth of evan a figure such as a cottage parent 
who may have helped him immeasurably vlhile at I8TSB. 'When he is 
again at home and experiences rejection from those closest to him, 
hi s security is severely threatened. This tends to cause acting 
out of his feelings of rejection. 
CHANGE IN LIVT NG AJlRANGEMENTS 
In forty-two of the cases studied there vTere no 
changes in living arrangements. In eight cases there Itvas a modi-
fication in varying ways. 
Case 16- William H. was sent to a small 
to\~ in dovmstate Illihois to live with his 
grandparents. He was from Chicago and ori-
ginally was living "Wi th his mother. The 
grandparents were quite accepting of their 
grandson. The Junior Chamber of Commerce 
in that tovm g~ve serv-l_ ces to ',~he boy. EOVl-
ever, tha boy missed his mother and ran back 
to Chicago. He missed the protective at~i­
tude that the mother gave to him and was 
r 
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subsequently arrested for auto theft. 
This was somewhat t, ypical of oth er cases vvhere boys 
were removed from original settings. They were unable to adjust 
to the new demands and missed the familiarity of home to such a 
degree that this change was more of an upsetting experience than 
a helpful one even though t.he actual factors in the new living 
arrangement were superior to those fOQnd in the boyts home. 
CHANGE IN FAl'JIILY ca,'!:POSI'::'ION 
There were not many notable chanE~es in family compo-
sition when the boy returned to the home. One father deserted his 
family and three mothers remarried. In these cases i.:~h(:;se changes 
were not recorded as a disturbing fac~;cr ill the; boyts adjustment. 
Of these fifty cases, thirty-five were r8;:;1~rIL;d for 
the first time at th8 time of ;:;11:;.5 ::.;i:;udy. Fourteen "vere beiLg 
returned for the second time, and one lv2.S b::;in6 return,:.:;d for the 
fourth time. 
Due to the limitation of this study no detailed ac-
count of parol"e experiences other than the one prior to recommit-
ment at the time of study is being considered. It is safe to say 
that many of the same factors that were present in their first 
parole were found in their parole experience prior to recommitment 
vvithin this group. Their home situations also seemed to engender 
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unrest both times they were committ ed to ISTSB. Their second in-
sti tutional experience showed them to conform in many of the ways 
similar to -that of first adjustment, and their parole experience 
had many similar factors both times. 
All of the cases exhibit emotional disturbances. Dr. 
Lippman states: "The child "mo is chronically delinquent largely 
because he has lived in a delinquent setting where there is little 
emotional pathology does not present the serious problems of the 
larger percentage who have been brought up by parents with serious 
emotional conflicts. ---the latter group are conflicted young-
sters with serious ch~Tacter disturbances, distrustful of adults 1 . 
and suspicious of ourmoti ves. ff These fifty cases would appear 
to be well ~dthin this afforementioned catesory. He further says: 
"Their delinquency is either a result of neurotic confli ct or is 
2 
kept active because of conflict. "~videnc es of t hi s are seen in 
an overall analysis of the fifty cases. 
1 Hyman S. Lippman, TI.D. Difficulties I~ncountered in 
the Psychiatric Treatment of Chronic Juvenile 
Delinguents, a paper contained in "Searchlights On 
Delinquency," ed. by;·;.K.~issler, I~.Y., 1949, p.156 
2 1..2M. 
1+6 
.. 
ENG'rH Oli' 'lIME ,ON PUOLE 
",~.e 4hirty-f,i ve boys who were, ~turned to ISTSB fct:r, 
fir ~ t':~$w.el"eon pa.role fa,: an averagt of 8.9 months. The 
our~6,.n.,~GYs ;:whowere b@.:llg returned for theaecmd time ppi,O,p to' . 
hir';·;$'~PJbr"ere 'on parole fo:rr~p ,average of 7.7 months for "their. 
:~l',";ip~~le,qnd,w~r~ in ,t,he ,oommunity for a period of 5.6 months 
ll' t;ne,.~:r second .. paroJ.e. , a'hesefigures ,would seem to indicCite th~t 
b~:J~QY is b,~~~ a1>;1e .,to ,s'tanq up on his first parole than ou ,hi4t!" 
oond parol;~.)., wh~.!l', ~i,.ght indioate that if his. fir~rt s~rengths 
ere given support reoidivism might be reduced. 
o NT AC TS OF PAROLE WORKER 
, '" "''''''''~'' " ' , 
'r;,v:.ry ea's~'+~t,-~as :,~~ined" with 'the'exception of a,. 
oy paroled oot, 'of "8tat.'I;'~d}~:;;:WhO was on parole'f~ a short 
"~''''':I~~''''Ii1~ ,~,'''';''''''''''''f'' .,~, .... :_~~.;,.~~ ., ,. ",: ~.,;,., 
timEtrj'fho-,was ~,~.~ed , received servic,e. from the parole ii 
on a ~inlmum q~ qn9~: f!:: month. In many case.s wnere the 
;felt i~, nepesS~ry: an~~"Vfas able to do so there were more 
EA~l1 q.oy isre.q~ired to send a monthly ~eport .. ·ofhis 
ctivit.i$s: s~g~f34,:p¥his pa:q.~n.ts. However,ever~ vd,th ,the intan~e 
i,ms oft,hew9~1(w his [,;ain,.s.:were short. lived due to,the f~9;t:that ' . 
. he boy was ag~il) tac~g many:: of the same problem.sGhat:he !lad 
rior,to his firs.t .p()mmitment •. Even incases where boys had been 
ent to their grandparents or other resources this also proved 
r 
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it self as an unsatisfying experienc e. The vJorker is faced 1-vi th 
multiple problems in helping the boy to make a satisfactory adjust 
mente In the course of the study the author discussed with the 
parole workers sane of their difficulties. It vias the general 
consensus of opinion that community rejection was one of the most 
overwhelming problems. They also felt that the time that they 
were able to give the boy was insufficient. From the records the 
follov.Ting general classificati on of t he boy's adjustment ,..;as given 
by the parole worker pri or to th e boyt s last recommitmen t. 
TABLE rv 
PAROLE WORKERtS CLASSIFICATION OF BOY'S 
ADJUSTMENT PRIOR TO LAST CGvrI'ITTH:!1JT TO IYC 
CLASSIFICATION 
Improvement noted 
No notable change 
Regression noted before 
la st commitment 
FREQUENCY 
10 
9 
31 
When regression was noted the parole v'lorker attempted 
to give as much support as was possible to forestall another com-
mitment to ISTSB. It was ~senerally felt that if a boy could be 
helped over the hump it would be better to expend this effort to 
prevent another insti tutional experience. 
r 
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COM1:::UNITY SERVICES WHILZ ON PAROL=: 
Forty boys in this group were not E;iven any services 
from community resources. Ten boys were giv~n help from co~nunity 
resources. One boy was sent to Boyts Tmvn as his home situation 
was considered intolerable and "ehc clinic felt that he might be 
rehabilitated by his experience at this national community re-
source. This boy could not accept separation from even his re-
jecting moth er and ran away. Another boy was released solely on 
~he condition that he be treated privately by a psychiatrist. He 
~as subtly resistive to this treatment by the hostile manipulation 
tof hi s stepmother. The y:r,1CA gave group~'!ork services t;) -t:'-1'l0 boys. 
~ settlement house extended it s servi ces to another boy, while 
!the Chicago Boyst Club and the IcTidwest Boys' Club gave services to 
!three boys. A J'UIlior Chamber of Comm.erce in a dovmsta.te community 
pffered services to ar~other boy. The follm'.rin~::'able :::;ives a 
~reakdown of th e vari ous servi c cs .)ffr:3red to 20 pe rcent of boys 
Vlhil0 on parole. 
TABLZ l.'VI 
COTc'J.MUNITY S2RVIC~ZS 'ill JOY3 01,; PAJ.OLE iROK IS TSB 
AG~NCY 
YT·ICA ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• eo ........... 2. 
S 3-(-, ~~J_ E:m ent I-Ieu se •.•••••••••••.•••••••••••• •• 1 
Psychiatric treatrI1ent ............•....•.•..• 1 
(11 • 3 t v.1lcaeo __ oy s 
1:id1l1fest Boy's 
Social agency 
Club •......................... 2 
Club .......................... 1 
casework services ••••••.•••.•• l 
Boy's To IJ'll1 • ,e • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1 
" 
Junior Chamber of Gommer ce ••••.••••.••••.••• 1 
FF=-~NSES AT LAST CON!MIT.MENT 
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Twenty-nine boys ""vere recommit-:c~ed:m the charge of 
uto theft. ~~i'ght vlere retur ned for bur[:;;lary, and another for 
arceny. Attempted rape was,J!.e r2ason i'or recommitment of anothe 
oy. One boy vIas recommitted for the use and sale of narcotics. 
hree were recommitted on the charge of 3.ssault. One lad 'Jas re-
urned for assault vliJ.::,h intent to kill. Two Here recommitted for 
obbery. Three '\IIere readmitted for armed robbery. One boy was 
ecommitted for stealing a bike. The follm'Jin::.; t:,able is a break-
Q't'm of the offenses with indication of 1'rhet~her the act Il1[aS com-
itted in a:.:;roup or by th3 boy alone. 
r 
'rABL3 ArvII 
OFFENSES AT R;~COI~'~'!'IC:'IT '1'0 ILLL~OIS YOUTH cm;::::SSIOLT 
APTIL 30, 1954 - 08 TC3:] 22, 1954 
.luto theft 
Burglary 
Larceny 
OFF~~JSE 
Att empted rape 
Narcotics 
~\ssault 
Assault with intent 
Robbery 
~\rmed J.obbery 
Bike.; t:.heft 
TOTAL 
:r:"1:::~r=I\~CY 
29 
8 
1 
1 
1 
3 
o kill 1 
2 
3 
1 
50 
PI Spo...S TIT mJ OF RE'l'URNEIr :CASES 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
1 
4 
28 
8 
1 
o 
1 
3 
o 
2 
3 
o 
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Ofthasefifty:boys returned to 'Lhe Reception Center of 
~he Illinois Youth Commission at St. Charles, Illinois, twenty-
~ight were transferred to the Illinois Industrial School at Sheri-
~an, Illinois and twenty-two to ISTS3 at 8~:;. Charles, Illinois. 
T'his \"lould indicate that the cl inical diagnosi s at t he ret urn of 
~his group gave evidence that these boys "!'muld no longer benefit 
)y th s treatment offered at IST3B bu':, must '0::: transferred to an 
nstitution whi.ch offers maximum security. Thirteen of these 
uwenty-8i~~:ht boys sent to Sheridan had been at ISTSB for a second 
",me prior to this recommitment. Of the twenty-two boys that re-
r 
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Imained at ISTSB of this .group, t110 had been at ISTSB GhTice before. 
The clinical staff felt that these t.woooys migh"':. benefit by 
another chance at ISTSB. 
In this chapter VIe have examined VIhat was involved in 
[the parole experi ence of these fifty boys prior to their recommit-
~ent at the -t,ime thi s study was made. }\. survey of this material 
jWOuld E;ive rise to the following conclusions: 
1. Par ental atti tude 't'ITas slightly impro ved 
at the last parole compared to what it 
was at original commitment. However, 
this improvement was in no way significant 
so that an overall improvement might be 
expected. 
2. Change in living arrangements Ivas in no 
way significant other chan the few 
changes that were made seemed to be di s-
turbina.; rather than beneficial. 
3. There 'was no notable chan2;e in fami ly 
compositi on when the boy returned to 
the community. t 
4. Length of time on ::;arole 1A!aS variable 
among these fifty cases. The boy who 
was on parole for -the first time among 
these cases stayed in the community 
for a longer period of time than the 
boy who.was an parole for. the second 
time. 
5. Parole contacts averaged at least once 
a month per boy and in many cases more 
contacts were made. 
6. Parole workers noticed regression in a 
majority of these cases, but attempted 
to help the boy readjust rather than 
return him abruptly to ISTSB. 
Community services were not integrated 
with parole services for a large number 
of the boys on parole. This might indi-
cate that a'closer coordination of total 
community services .could result in a re-
duction of recidivism. 
8. Offenses at recommitment were similar in 
number and kind to those not ed at first 
commitment at ISTSB. 
9. Upon return it was felt that maximum con-
trols were needed for slishtly more than 
one-half of-u:Jle boys inthi s study and 
" 
Illin oi s Indus:tri3.1 3c~~ ool at 3heridan, 
Illinois. 
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This study ar1alyzed the mult,jple facto rs affectinG 
-:;h8 adjustment of fifty boys prior to their first connnitment to 
ISrSB, during their first institutional experience at IST33, and 
the period of their paroL:: adjustmen t prior to their last recom-
mitment. 
The three specific areas that 1rrere explored were fac-
tors as they seemed to relate to t he boy t s first cOiJElitment, the 
boyt s adj ustment during the first conlIili tmen t to ISTSB, an d the 
subsequent adjustm ent in tha community as it apparently relat es to 
breakdown and subJsequen-c return to the Illinois Youth Commission. 
A concentrated recapitulation of findings in these 
three areas discloses the following: 
1. The instability of home life as evidenced 
by the small p3rcenta~e of parents living 
toget.her 'v'lOuld seem to be a contributing 
factor to the boyt s poor psychosocial de-
velopment and dissocial behavior. 
2. :r1ental illness iE the family composition did 
not a9pe2J' to be a direct contributing factor 
to the boyts psychopatholo~y. 
J. Penal exper iences of other family members 
seemed to influence the boyts behavior in 
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the case records i'lhere this was in evi-
dence. 
4. Parental rejecti on was a def:i.nit e dis-
turbing factor to the boy's adjustment 
both before commitment, during cornmit-
ment, and while on parole. 
5.. Unmet needs of aT:'. adole scent sometimes 
result in a,,~ressive behavior as a de-
0'-' 
fense for deprivation and subsequent 
frustration. 
6. Auto theft accounted for the largest 
number of commitments and recommitments 
in this group st udied. 
7. Psychological testi~g gave indication 
that thirty-one boy s v;or'3 :1.7.;, t,he avera;;e 
int elli[';ence range or above. The use 
of projectives in these tests gave indi-
cation of emot ional disturbance ranging 
from moderate to a pre-psychotic state. 
S. Adj ustment 'tvithin the insti tutior. appeared 
to be batter irL relation to cottage parents 
and work detail supervisors t,han 'Ni. th 
schoo 1 fi gures an d peers. 
9. It was indicated that IST3B starts plan-
ning for the boy f s parole from the first 
day of admission. 
10. Parental attitude at t im3 of the boyt s 
first commitment was slightly improved 
a t time of last par ole. 
11. There was no overall change in living con-
ditions upon boy's release fram ISTSB. 
12. Parole contacts V'Tere made at least onc e 
a month with every boy and in many cases 
more than one contact was made. 
13. The attitude of the commurd ty was one of 
indifference and many Gimes demonstrated 
rejection. Community services were 
offered to 20 percent of the boys in this 
group. 
14. Offenses at recommitment were similar in 
number and kind to those at first commit-
ment to I3TSB. 
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Thus in conclusion, these fourteen classifications 
summarize the movement, of t,hese fifty cases asl:,hey ,lIjere explored 
in this study. A social condition is reflected which see:ns to 
E . 
• 
" 
have affac'tf,~d tAe emotional balance of most of these boys at their; , 
first commitlJlent.· 'IIIlprovEmiel'lt was noteqi in most of these c.ses 
'.as thelltf~e, reardmitted t ()ISTSB. It is difficult to measur$ 
mot,i;'r,tj,Qntor ~p~ovellle.,Atw~ thin the institution, but it is" .rea-
s'q,I,a1tJ~ .. to .. ;soncluda that.the bpy wasgi ven. some needed controls 
1w!U~.~,at",iSTSB"th()ugh he may have also resented. some of th,m .. A. 
I' I,y.·is::s'troqglymot~vat.ecl ,by the desire to leave the inst,iti~t1on.~:.:,,!;r: 
:, ,i~ 
4:G'rt;h~ time,;,e,;P.Clxv.+e.th~, staff at ISTSB attempt;s to'pla~~.:t~~,bot~: {~ 
tll.1~ better'i~.~~t~g, -..haD: "Jnom.whenc~ he came~ . ,The degree 9f.ae:J 
.' ,'til 
i "i~ 
faatoz;'s with.' th~, ~~ginal environmental atmosphere. In addition 
these boys must be returtted to a community whi ch is essentially 
rejectiDg and repressive. ~any of the gains made at ISTSB ~re 
influenced by tbe boyfs lack of security in a home situation from 
which he has been protected for a short period of time in the 
in stit uti on. 
~,l 
:i':.~? 
,I I:' \ll~ 
, '. F 
.••. i' 
The hea.vy caselbads of parole workers preclude giving .• [,':.' 
the boy the amount of time and service that is apparently needed 
for his help in readjustment. A majority of the parole workers 
give a very sincere and 3arnest attention to these boys but this 
is not enough in itself to co~nteract the overwhelming factors 
which are asain assertinG themselves upon the boy. 
.i '!: 
, I, 
In t;he community we see an essentially punitive atti .... ~;: 
!, ~;j 
tudethoug:h some agencies are helping in this particular area of" ~\ 
social i.iOrk. 
It can be said ,hs_~ l~hc ~)athologi cal factor s which 
cause a boy to become a del~_nnuenJc;, throu:,;h a survey of the psy-
chosocial factors as they exist2:d in this study show -chat they 
continue and persist il1 most cases subsequent, to an experience at 
ISTSB. While gains are unqu2stioLably mad3 vvith the boy while he 
is at ISTSB, the continued support and strength needed for the per 
manency of these gains cannot be easily achieved during the pa-
role experience due to existent conditions, and therefore 1,."lOuld 
seem to account for recidi vi sn on an overall basis as it was ex-
plored in this study. 
denti fying Info rma tion: 
Name 
APPZIJDIX I 
SCHEDULE 
Case ]'·~umb er 
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------------------------- ---------------------
Date of Birth 
------------
Religion: 
a. Ca~holic.~-----------------
b. Frotestant 
c. J e'\vish ----------------
I. Parent's Marital Status: 
a. Living together~ __ __ 
b. Divorced 
e. moth er vddowed 
f. father renarried 
c. Separated 
d. Father widowed 
"-----
g. mother remarried ____ __ 
h. other 
II. Living arrangements of boy at first commitment: 
a. both parents e. mother .Y.. stepfather ___ _ 
b. fathe r alone f. foster parents 
c. mother alone 
d. father & stepmother 
g. rela ti ves 
h. other 
Nationality of parents: 
a. father ____________ ~ __ b. mother 
-----------------
Race of parents: 
Father :D.'Iother 
a. Negro 
b. White 
c. other 
• iTativity of parents: 
Father Iviother 
a. Native born 
b. Foreign born 
I. 3mplo~aent status of parent figures: 
a. father b. mother 
c. stepfather d. stepmother _____ _ 
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VIII. Family known to social agency: a. yes b. no 
c. financial assistance d. case work service------
e. other --------
IX. Numb er of si bli ngs _____ _ X. Boyt s ordir~al pos • ___ _ 
XI. £iIental illness in fa.'11ily: a. yes __ _ b. no 
----
c. mother 
-----
d. father ___ _ e. sister 
----
f. brother 
-----
XII. Penal experience of oth?rs in family: a. yes __ b. no 
a.father c. sister d.brother b. mother __ _ 
---
e.in custody at time of b)y's cOL1,;1itm2nt ____ _ 
XIII. Dat e of fir.3t c:)ffi;:dtme:::-'..t: 
-----------------
XIV. Off ens e at first commi t:.meE t 
-------
a.alone __ b.:;roup_ 
xv. Previous court record: a. yes 
----
b. no 
-----
XVI. Parental attitude at first commitment: 
Father :=oth~r 3tepfe ..ther Stepmother 
a. accepting 
b. rejecting 
c. indifferent 
d. deceased ---
}JJII. Physical condition upon admission to ISTSB: 
a. good 
----
b. fair 
----
c. ~)oor __ d. handicap ____ _ 
XVIII.P sychological measure of int 2lli~ence : ___________ _ 
XIX. Previous iEstitutionalization: a. yes ___ _ b. no ___ _ 
xx. Adjustment at time of first commitment: 
a. cot tage b. school c. work d. peers 
good 
fair 
poor 
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XXI 0 Parental attitude at parole: 
Father I'lother Stepfather Stepmother 
accepting 
rejecting 
indiff eren t 
deceased 
XXII. Living arrangements at parole: 
a. improved. ____________ __ b. not improved. ________ _ 
XXIII.Family Composition when youth returned home: 
e.mother died a. unchanged 
b.father de-s-e-r~t-e~d-------- f.father died---------
c.father remarried 
d.mother remarried--------
XXIV. Date of parole: 
XXV. Nu.'1lber of paro Ie contacts: 
g. ot her 
a. improvement noted ____ b.no change ____ c.regression. ____ _ 
XXVI. Offense at occasion of recommitment: 
a. COInli.1i tted alone 
---
b. committed with group 
------
XXVII.Date of Recommi.tmen t: 
------------------
XXVIII. Total number of months on parole: 
XXVIX.Remained at ISTSB upon recommitment: 
XXX. Transferred to Sheridan upon recommitmen t: 
XXXI. Community services given to youth while on parole: 
a. Yr-TCA 
----
b. casel"fork 
--------
c. boyts club ___ _ 
d. settlement house e. other 
-------- -------------
.. 
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